
DESIGN APPLICATIONS 

A POPULAR EMBEDDED CONTROL PROCESSOR 
PRESENTS NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR PERSONAL 

COMPUTER COMPATIBILITY. 

BRING PC COMPATIBILITY 
TO THE INTEL 80C186 

any equipment manufacturers are considering 
moving the PC architecture from desktop to tradi
tional embedded processor applications. There's a 
wide range of potential uses: consumer electronic 
devices, point-of-sale terminals, vending ma
chines, industrial controllers. The architecture 

can also be used in such diverse areas as medical instrumentation, telecommuni
cation systems, and electronic testing and measuring (see "PC architecture for 
embedded systems''). 

However, the 80186 (or 80C186), the most popular embedded 16-bit processor, 
isn't fully PC compatible.Until now, designers were forced to use either the less 
powerful 8080/8086 processor or the more complex, costly 80286 (or even the 
80386). With the new VG-501 / 502 chip set, the popular embedded-system pro
cessor can now take full advantage of the PC's architecture with true PC com
patibility. Simultaneously, the chip set supplies a substantially reduced compo
nent count and lower power consumption than the 80286/386 microprocessors, 
and also better performance than the 8088/ 8086 microprocessors. 

The 80186 includes many peripheral components found in the PC, such as a di
rect-memory-access (DMA) controller, programmable-interrupt controller, pro
grammable timers, clock generator, bus controller, and wait-state generator. 
Nevertheless, although the CPU is fully PC compatible, the architecture of the 
peripherals on the 80186 chip is different (Table 1). 

PC architecture requires four DMA channels as supplied by the 8237 DMA 
controller. The 80186 only offers two, and they aren't 8237 compatible. The 8237 
also uses a 16-bit 
address register 
and a 16-bit counter 
register for each 
channel. The 80186 
has the same 16-bit 
counter register 
but uses 20-bit 
source and destina
tion registers for 

TABLE 1. 80186 vs. PC ARCHITECTURE 
Feature 80186 PC 

OMA Two channels proprietary Four channels (8237) 

Timers Two proprietary timers Three timers (8253) 

Interrupts Single-level internal vector Eight-level (8259A) external vector 

Bus Cntrl None 8288 

Refresh Internal (C186 only) OMA channel O 
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11. THE NEW VG-501/502 chip set lets the popular 80C186 take full advantage of 
the PC's architecture with true PC compatibility. The VG-501 chip acts as an external eight 
channel interrupt controller that is functionally compatible with the Intel 8259A. 

CPUCLK 

A15-19 __ __,,"--___ V_ali_d _. Valid 
Start of OMA cycle 

OMA cycles 
End of OMA cycle 

12. WHEN THE CONTROLLER in the VG-501 is ready to do a DMA transfer, it 
issues a Hold-Request signal. Once the 80186 releases the bus and returns a Hold
Acknowledge signal, the VG-501 becomes a bus master and can perform the DMA activity. 
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DMA. In addition, the 8237 gener
ates TC and DACK signals when 
DMA is complete; the 80186 doesn't. 

Also, where the PC uses the eight
level 8259 priority-interrupt-control
ler chip, the interrupt controller inte
grated in the 80186 offers little more 
than one 8086 type of interrupt facili
ty in the mode of operation closest to 
the PC. Consequently, for the 80186, 
the full capability of the 8259 must be 
externally duplicated. Furthermore, 
the two timers on the 80186 set up in 
different ways than the three timers 
on the 8253 timer chip used for the 
PC. A third timer must be added ex
ternally. 

A COMPATIBLE 80186 
Two critical elements bring PC 

compatibility to the 80186. The first 
element is extra hardware that sup
plements the on-board 80186 peri
pherals to match the configuration 
of the PC. Secondly, there's inter
cepting (trapping) and converting (if 
necessary) the way PC application 
software and hardware access pe
ripheral components. If the PC appli
cation software is well behaved and 
perfor ms all peripheral accesses 
through the BIOS, a special PC-com
patible BIOS for the 80186 is all that 
is required to access the hardware 
with appropriate commands. But 
problems arise when ill behaved pro
grams bypass the BIOS and go di
rectly to the hardware to access the 
peripherals. 

The PC software makers are no
torious for supplying programs that 
wring every possible bit of perfor
mance from PCs by directly interfac
ing the hardware . Nevertheless, 
some early PC suppliers tried to sup
plement the 80186 hardware and use 
a special PC BIOS to hide the hard
ware differences. The few PC prod
ucts released to the market that used 
this approach with the 80186 failed. 

Fortunately, the PC architecture 
makes it possible to define a precise 
list of all possible incompatible pe
ripheral accesses. Because the PC 
accesses peripherals with I/O ad
dresses , hardware can be used to in
tercept the critical I/O addresses for 
correction (Table 2). Accordingly, a 
hardware-based trapping mecha-



nism in the VG-501/ 502 chip 
set saves the state of the ma
chine in a FIFO register. It 
also delivers a nonmaskable 
interrupt (NMI) signal to the 
80186 processor. Upon receiv
ing this signal, the processor 
executes a short interrupt
service routine, which inter
rogates the FIFO register to 
determine the type of CPU cy
cle that was in progress. 

Upon identifying the cycle type, 
the NMI-interrupt routine passes 
control to specific customized rou
tines in the 80186's special BIOS. The 
special BIOS procedures extracts 
the parameters of the operation in 
progress. The BIOS then executes a 
functionally equivalent operation 
for the trapped command in a man
ner acceptable to the 80186/ 501 / 502 
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TABLE 2. CRITICAL 1/0 ADDRESS 
FOR PERIPHERAL ACCESSES 

Peripheral 1/0 Address 
Interrupt 20 
Interrupt 21 

OMA QQ.QF 

OMA Page 80-83 
Timer 40-43 

Model 30 RTC BO-BF, EO-EF 

configuration. Afterwards, control 
returns to the application program. 
Using the NMI to trap doesn't affect 
the normal PC use of NMI for parity
error reporting. 

Though this sequence may seem 
complex and slow, few instructions 
are needed to trap and execute an 
equivalent operation. Moreover, the 
chip-set hardware reduces the re
quired software. Less than 1 % of the 
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I 3. HARD WARE SUPPORT for extended memory is built into the VG-502 chip, 
making it possible for transparent access to a memory space of 32 Mbytes. 

E L E C T 

overhead is used when the 
code is executed to correct pe
ripheral setup. A typical oper
ation takes less than 40 µs. 
Furthermore, because most 
PC applications employ rela
tively few peripheral access
es, overall performance deg
radation is barely noticeable. 

Given the ability to detect 
and correct all accesses to the 

peripherals either through the BIOS 
or directly to the hardware, the next 
step is adding the necessary supple
mental hardware to configure 80186 
systems as a PC. This hardware is 
divided into three areas: interrupt 
control, DMA control, and timers . 

INTERRUPT CONTROLLER 
The 80186 internal interrupt con

troller operates in several modes. All 
but one force the use of fixed, inter
nal interrupt vectors. The VG-501 
chip acts as an external eight-chan
nel interrupt controller, which is 
functionally compatible with the In
tel 8259A (Fig. 1). The 80186 then op
erates in a mode functionally equiva
lent to the 8088/ 8086 interrupt sys
tem. Accordingly, the VG-501 typi
cally receives interrupts intended 
for the 8259A in a PC-compatible sys
tem. 

The VG-501 passes those inter
rupts on to the 80186, which is in a 
cascade mode. The 80186 doesn't 
generate internal interrupt vectors 
in the cascade mode, but it uses ex
ternal vectors generated by the 
8259A-like circuit contained in the 
VG-501. Of course, the 80186 re
quires proper initialization to enter 
this mode. 

Seven of the VG-501 interrupt-con
troller channels (numbers 0 and 2 
through 7) are externally accessible, 
and the remaining channel (number 
1) connects to the VG-501 's internal 
keyboard-mouse controller. The in
terrupt controller's output connects 
to the 80186's INTO pin. 

When the 80186 receives the inter
rupt, it carries out an Interrupt-Ac
know ledge (INTACK) cycle ab
sorbed by the VG-501, which re
sponds externally the same way as 
the 8259A. Consequently, PC-type 
software interrupt routines execute 
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without change. 
Although the interrupt controller 

in the VG-501/80186 functions identi
cally with the 8259A in the PC, the 
VG501 interrupt controller is initial
ized differently. Ill-behaved pro
grams, which attempt to access the 
interrupt controller directly through 
I/O address 20 and 21, are trapped in 
the hardware and corrected through 
the NMI structure. The BIOS han
dles the initialization at boot up in a 
normal fashion. Also, the application 
program, which interrogates or al
ters the interrupt controller opera
tion by calls to the BIOS, operates in 
a normal fashion. 

D MA CONTROLLER 
The 80186 supplies two indepen

dent DMA channels, yet the PC ar
chitecture calls for four. Therefore, 
to make the 80186 PC compatible, the 
VG-501 chip includes the two addi
tional channels. One channel trans
fers floppy-disk data, and is pro
grammable in a single transfer mode 
compatible with the 8237 A. The sec
ond channel serves refresh cycles. 
Though nonprogrammable, it's func
tionally compatible with channel 0 of 
the 8237 A in the single transfer 
mode. 

The VG-501's DMA controller uses 
the 80186 Hold Request/ Acknowl-
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• 
4. THE 80C186 MICROCONTROLLER, VG-501/502 chip set, and several other 
components plus the memory can fit on a small PC/ XT compatible plug-in card. 

edge feature. When the controller is 
ready to do a DMA transfer, it issues 
a Hold Request signal. Once the 
80186 releases the bus and returns a 
Hold Acknowledge signal, the VG-
501 becomes a bus master and can 
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perform the DMA activity (Fig. 2) . 
To further maintain compatibility 

in the DMA functions, the VG-501 
contains circuitry that supplies a 
DMA-acknowledge (DACK) signal 
for each of the four DMA channels 
(two in the 501, two in the 80186). 
Also, the circuitry generates a 
Transfer-Complete (TC) signal dur
ing the I/ 0 portion of the last cycle. 

At boot up, the BI OS initializes the 
channels correctly. Programs that 
perform DMA operations through 
the BIOS calls also execute correct
ly. Still, the two channels on the VG-
501, as well as the two on the 80186, 
set up differently than they do on the 
8237 A. Accordingly, when ill-be
haved programs perform DMA oper
ations by accessing the hardware, 
the trapping mechanism springs into 
action to execute an appropriate se
quence of instructions for the 80186. 

TIMER OPERATION 

• 
5. THE 80C186/501/502 chip combination can also serve in a PS/2 Model 30 
compatible system. 

The 80186 supplies three timers, of 
which two can be externally con
trolled. Compatible operation of the 
on-board 80186 timers was perhaps 
the most challenging problem. The 
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PC-COMPATIBLE 80C186 

code sequences that set up the 80186's timers differ from 
the 8253's timers used in the PC. As with the DMA, the 
BIOS handles initialization of the 80186 timers at boot 
up. Consequently, well-behaved programs that access 
the timers through BIOS calls operate correctly. Again, 
the NMI-trapping logic corrects the access to the timer 
hardware from ill-behaved PC applications that access 
the timer hardware directly. This underscores the impor
tance of trapping-logic performance for the timers. 

The 80186 timer channel 0 handles the system clock
the equivalent of the PC timer channel 0, and the 80186 
timer channel 1 handles the speaker clock-the equiva
lent of the PC timer channel 2. The VG-501 supplies the 
inputs for these 80186 timer channels 0 and 1 by dividing 
the system's 14-MHz clock by 12. PC timer channel 1 nor
mally serves as the refresh timer, a function handled 
completely within the VG-501. 

Full control over the PC BIOS is a key element for 
successfully implementing an 80186-based PC. A stan
dard off-the-shelf PC BIOS won't give the appropriate 

P 
C architecture isn't an obvious choice for 
embedded systems. PCs are generally as
sociated with the MSDOS operating sys
tem and floppy or hard-disk drive usage. 

Embedded systems, however, are usually ROM 
based and diskless. Also, PCs don't require fast in
terrupt response times for handling external 
events. Furthermore, PC applications are single
threaded and generally deal with only one task at a 
time. PCs contain few elements to increase the reli
ability or maintainability of the system. 

Nevertheless, the PC architecture isn't as bad a 
choice for embedded systems as it might appear. 
ROMable code can be written for PCs. New chip 
sets, BIOS developments enable existing PC appli
cations to be based in ROM (or EPROM), whether 
or not the application was originally written for 
ROM. This capability even extends to DOS. The 
PC's interrupt architecture and response times are 
adequate for all but the most performance-inten
sive data gathering and control applications, and 
the higher speed processors now available for the 
PC architecture supply coverage of several of 
these applications. 

Furthermore, a host of software companies now 
offer real-time multitasking operating systems for 
the PC architecture. They're either DOS compati
ble, run together with DOS, or take over the system 
completely. The fundamental underlying standard 
is the well-known PC architecture. 

Because it's known that PC architecture defi
ciencies can be addressed for embedded applica
tions, what are the advantages of the PC architec
ture? The most overwhelming gain may be the 
great wealth of off-the-shelf PC software and 
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hardware. 
Many portions of an embedded system can be 

purchased directly, as opposed to developed from 
scratch. This reduces time to market, which usual
ly translates to higher prices, better margins, and a 
greater market share for the resulting product. 
Other factors that affect time to market include the 
availability of PC-compatible solutions at the box, 
board, and chip level. Board-level PC-compatible 
solutions are available for various popular bus ar
chitectures, such as the Multibus, VME, S-100, 
STD, and Eurocard, as well as the PC Bus. Such 
vendors as Ampro make a small form-factor bus
less single-board PC. 

Even at the chip level, designs are simpler than 
ever due to the highly integrated chip sets available 
from various vendors. Embedded software can be 
prototyped on the ubiquitous desktop PCs before 
committing to EPROM for the embedded system 
prototyping. 

Other factors favoring the PC architecture are 
the pricing for PC-compatible boards and chip sets 
that are driven by the high volume of PC sales 
themselves. These 10-million plus units per year 
bring down the manufacturing cost for PC-compat
ible components. Finally, the increasing attention 
on portable and laptop PCs is driving higher levels 
of integration for PC components, shrinking the 
size of PC implementations, and reducing power 
consumption to new low levels. 

peripheral initialization for the 80186 and the necessary 
trapping code. Therefore, a special BIOS for the 80186 is 
needed. Without extensive PC-BIOS experience, the sys
tem designer would do best to steer clear of this task. The 
80186 PC BIOS from Vadem designed to work with the 
VG-501/502 chip set offers full IBM PC/ XT and PS/2 
Model-30 compatibility. 

Once the architectural approach to supplying PC com
patibility with the 80186 is clear, the most difficult task is 
to supply adequate system performance. At initialization 
during boot up, and for well-behaved programs, the VG-
5011502 chips' performance doesn't differ from the stan
dard PC architecture. Ironically, those programs that ac
cess hardware directly to increase performance are the 
ones that impact the overhead of the trapping logic. With 
the timers integrated on the 80186, this is most difficult 
area of trapping logic. 

Moreover, timer performance is most critical at slow 
processor-clock speeds, because the time to execute trap
ping code is most significant at this point. The timer ad
justment for the trapping code must include the time con
sumed by the trapping logic, the decode logic, and the 
setup code. But the timers may not supply the accurate 
fine resolution needed at slow processor clock speeds 
with this VG-501 / 502 and 80186 approach. This problem 
has most impact on some game program sound effects. 
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Nevertheless, it hasn't affected the correct operation of 
any of the hundreds of PC application programs tested to 
date. 

In addition to the timer problem, the memory control
ler offered several special challenges. First, the 80Cl86 
can operate at speeds up to 16 MHz. No other PC/XT or 
PS/2 Model-30 compatible processor performs at that 
level. While higher performance systems built around 
the 80286 and 80386 require 80 ns or faster dynamic 
RAMs, use of such expensive DRAMs with a lower cost 
microcontroller, such as the 80186, would defeat one pur
pose in selecting the 80186. Consequently, the VG-501/ 
502 chip set highly optimizes the memory controller to 
work at 16 MHz, with zero wait states and DRAMs oper
ating at 100 ns. Furthermore, the memory controller can 
support either 256-kbits, 1-Mbit, or 4-Mbits DRAMs in 
either the by-1 or by-4 configurations. 

Finally, the original PC architecture systems are 
based on an addressable memory space of 1 Mbyte. In the 
DOS-compatible environment, only 640-kbytes of this 
space was available to application programs. Many cur
rent embedded systems seek to go beyond this 640-kbyte 
limitation and find the traditional DOS environment con
straining. The PC system designers have evolved several 
extended-memory alternatives to solve the problem. The 
most recent, and perhaps the most popular, is the LIM 
(Lotus, Intel, Microsoft) standard known as EMS 4.0. 
Hardware support for this extended memory standard is 
built into the VG-502 chip, making it possible for trans
parent access to an extended-memory space of 32 Mbytes 
(Fig. 3). 

Accordingly, the task of supplying a full solution for 
80186 usage in embedded PC-compatible systems is only 
slightly more difficult than supplying it for the 8086. The 
80186, VG-501/502 chip set, and a few other components 
plus the memory can fit on a small PC/XT compatible 
plug-in card (Fig.4). Similarly, this chip combination can 
serve in a PS/2 Model 30 compatible system (Fig. 5). The 
remaining tasks are for design engineers working on em
bedded systems to evaluate the opportunities presented 
by PC compatibility for the processor, which has proven 
to be the most popular for embedded control applica
tions.D 

Paul Rosenfeld, Vadem 's chief operating officer, has 
an extensive background in systems and component 
marketing, including seven years at Intel Corp. He 
holds a BA in Math from the University of California, 
Berkeley. 

Ralph Woodard, a design engineer at Vadem, has 
experience both as an electronic technician and engi
neer. He is currently designing AS!Csfor PC compati
ble systems. 
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